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REGULARITY OF ALGEBRAS RELATED
TO THE SKLYANIN ALGEBRA

J. T. STAFFORD

Abstract. This paper continues the research of [SS] by finding further ex-

amples of (Artin-Schelter) regular rings of dimension four. Unlike the three-

dimensional case studied in [ATV1, 2], these examples show that the four-

dimensional regular rings are not uniquely determined by their associated geo-

metric data. Indeed, we find a one-parameter family of regular algebras associ-

ated to this data.

Introduction

0.1. Fix once and for all an algebraically closed field k of characteristic not

equal to 2. Throughout this paper, a graded algebra A will mean a (connected)

N-graded algebra, generated in degree 1; thus A = 0,>o^i> where A$ = k

is central, dim kAi < oo for all /', and A is generated as an algebra by A\.

Following [AS], a graded ring A is called regular {of dimension d) if

(i) A has finite global homological dimension, gldim A = d ;
(ii) A has finite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension, GKdim A < oo ; that is, there

exists p £ R such that dim An < np for all « .

(iii) A is Gorenstein; that is, ExtA{k, A) = Sdq.k .

0.2. The papers [ATV1, 2] classify all regular graded rings of dimension 3
and, in doing so, introduce some novel geometric techniques into the study of
noncommutative ring theory. Those techniques were shown to have an analogue
in dimension 4 in [SS] and this paper continues the research of [SS].

To describe these techniques and the questions that motivated this paper,
assume that A is either one of the nontrivial examples considered in [ATV1 ]

(specifically, assume that A is one of the three-generated, type A examples of

[AS]), or that A is a Sklyanin algebra, as considered in [SS] and defined in (0.3)

below. The important properties of either ring A is that it is a graded algebra

with « = 3 (respectively n = 4) generators, defined by \n{n - 1) quadratic

relations. Moreover, A cannot be studied by the more traditional methods of

noncommutative ring theory: in particular, it is not an iterated Ore extension

and does not have any natural PBW basis. The basic idea of [ATV] and [SS] is

that one can associate to the ring A an elliptic curve E cf" — PjJ and an au-

tomorphism t of E. Corresponding to this data there exists a natural "twisted
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homogeneous coordinate ring" B of E that is automatically a homomorphic

image of A . The advantage of this construction is that the geometry of E can

be used to obtain very detailed information about B. This is in turn used to

study the structure of A ; proving, for example, that A is a regular, Noetherian

domain with the with the same Hubert series as a (commutative) polynomial

ring in n variables.
A number of questions remain about regular rings, even in dimensions 3

and 4, and about the geometric techniques introduced by [ATV]. In particular,
the way in which the given information about B is used to study the ring A

involves a complicated induction that gives rather little information as to why

the proof should work. Moreover, this proof seems to require surprisingly little

information about A other than it map onto B and be a quadratic algebra;

that is it is a graded algebra defined by quadratic relations. In dimension 3, this

is somewhat obscured by the fact that B is defined by the quadratic defining

relations of A , together with one cubic relation. Thus A is uniquely determined

by B. However, in dimension 4 B is also a quadratic algebra, as it is obtained

by factoring out two quadratic elements from A . Thus, there is no obvious way
in which A is determined by B. In the introduction to [ATV1], the authors

isolate this as one of the significant problems in any attempt to generalize their

results to higher dimensions.

This leads to the questions that motivated the present research: Given the

geometric ring B obtained from the Sklyanin algebra A , to what extent is A

determined by B ? Alternatively, what is required of a quadratic algebra A',

other than it have four generators, six relations, and map onto B, that are

needed for it to be regular. Surprisingly, and as was suggested above, one really

does need to demand relatively little of A'. Indeed, the main result of this

paper shows that for each of these rings B there is a one-parameter family of

regular rings A' that map onto B, and each of these rings satisfies the same
basic properties as the Sklyanin algebra A. While this suggests that there is
little hope of classifying the regular graded rings of dimension d > 4, it does

say that there ought to be a large number of rings for which the techniques of

[ATV] are applicable.

0.3. We have delayed giving an explicit description of the main results of this

paper for too long. Fix scalars a\, a2, a^ £ k that satisfy

(0.3.1) ot\ + a2 + «3 + a\a2aT,  — 0.

The Sklyanin algebra S = S{ax, a2, a3) is the graded A:-algebra with gener-

ators xo, X\, x2, x-} of degree 1, and relations fi = 0, where

f\   — XoX\ — X\Xo — ai{X2Xj + X-}X2) ,

fl   = XqX\+X\Xq - {x2Xs — X^Xi) ,

fi   = XqX2 - X2Xo - a2{x^X\ +X\Xi),

/4   = X§X2 + -X2X0 _  (*3*1 — *l-*3)>

fs = XqX^-XjXo - a3{XiX2 + x2Xi),

fb   =  X0X3+X1X0 — {X\X2 — X2X1).

This algebra was introduced in [Ski, 2] in connection with Sklyanin's work on

the "quantum inverse scattering method". However, our interest in this algebra

stems from:
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Theorem [SS, Theorem 0.3]. Assume that

(0.3.3) {ai, a2, a3} n {0, ±1} = 0.

Then S is a Noetherian domain, with the same Hubert series

Hs{t) = Y/àimk{Sn)t" = l/{l-t)4

as that of a commutative polynomial ring in four variables. Moreover, S is
a regular graded algebra of dimension 4 and is a Koszul algebra; that is, the

Yoneda Ext algebra Ext*s{k, k) = ®Exts(rc, k) is generated by Extl{k, k).

0.4.   Set

(0.4.1 ) Q, = -jc02 + x2 + x\ + x¡    and    Q2 = x\ + t^-x? + \Z^-xh
1 — a2 1 + oj3

Then the £2, are central in S and the geometric ring B is the factor ring
S/QiS + £l2S. The aim of this paper is to find other quadratic algebras, with
four generators and six relations, that have B as a homomorphic image and

satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 0.3. The rings for which we can prove this
are defined as follows. Given d = {d\, d2) £ P[ and 1 < /' < 6, set

$d,i   -  Sd,i(a\ > a2, Oil)

= k{x0, xi, x2, x3}/{diQi + d2Q2, and f}■; l<j<6,j¿ i).

(Since the fi, are both homogeneous of the same degree, this is independent

of the homogeneous coordinates of d £ P1.) Similarly, let

Soc = 5oo(ai, a2, a3) = k{x0, X\, x2, xi}/(fl, f2, h, U, ^i » ̂ 2).

Then we prove:

Theorem. Assume the a, satisfy (0.3.1) and (0.3.3) and let R - S(ij{a\, a2, a3)

for some d = {d\, d2) £ f[ and 1 < j < 2 or let R = S^ai, a2, a3). If
R = Sji , assume that d # (1, 0), (1, -1 - a^a^) and if R = S¿2 assume
that d ^ (1, a2 - 1), (1, -1 - a3). Then the following statements hold.

(i) R is an {Artin-Schelter) regular graded algebra of dimension 4.

(Ü) HR{t) = \/{i-ty.
(iii) R is a Noetherian domain.

(iv) R is a Koszul algebra.

Finally, let {a,}, {/?,}, and {y¡} satisfy (0.3.1) and (0.3.3). Then there exists
no isomorphism between the three rings S {an , a2, a3), S^ >;(/?i, ß2, ßi), and

Soo{y\, n, 73)•

One could also give a version of the theorem for the rings Sjj for 3 < j < 6,

and the analogues of 5^ obtained by omitting f, f4 or f, f6 from the

relations. However, cyclically permuting the variables {x\, x2, x3} provides

an isomorphism from each of these new rings to one of the ones described in

the statement of the theorem.

We remark that, just as the Sklyanin algebra can be regarded as an elliptic

deformation of the polynomial ring in four variables, so the ring S<¡ 1 can be
regarded as an elliptic deformation of the ring

A = k{x0, x\, x2, x3}/{x2, + x2 + x\ + x2,  and x¡Xj - XjX¡ : {i, j) ¿ (2, 3))

It is not clear whether there is anything particularly distinguished about this
ring A.
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0.5. Combined with results from [Le] (see, in particular, the remarks after [Le,

Corollary 6.7]), part (i) of Theorem 0.4 can be strengthened to show that R is an

Auslander-Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ring. In other words, if M is a finitely

generated, right .R-module, and TV is a left /?-submodule of ExtJR{M, R),

for some ;', then Ext'R{N, R) = 0 for all i < j. Moreover, if j{M) =

min{; : ExtR{M, R) ^ 0} is the homological grade of M, then j{M) +
GKdim(M) = GKdim(^). By [St, Theorem 2.10], this also implies that R
is a maximal order in its division ring of fractions Q{R) ; that is, if S is a ring

such that RÇS ç Q{R) and aSb ç R for some a,beR\{0}, then R = S.
For the significance of these conditions the reader is referred to [Le and St].

0.6. The idea behind the proof of Theorem 0.4 is as follows. Let T — T{V) =

0 Tn be the tensor algebra on V = Y% kx¡, graded in the natural way. Thus

B = T/{W) and S — T/(X), where W is the eight-dimensional subspace

Yli kf + kQ^ + kQ2 of T2 = V <g> V and X is an appropriate six-dimensional
subspace of W. Write WL for the orthogonal subspace to W inside V* <g> V*.
Then the Koszul dual of B is the algebra B- = T{V*)/ (W1-) (just as the exte-

rior algebra on an «-dimensional space U is the Koszul dual of the symmetric

algebra on U). Given a ring RY = T{V)/ (7), for some six-dimensional sub-
space Y of W, then [SS, §5.6] lists the conditions that are required of Ry for

it to satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 0.4 (see (1.3)). In §2, we first show
that these conditions can all be rephrased in terms of properties of elements

of B and Bl. The most significant requirement is that R'Y should satisfy the

standard properties of the exterior algebra f\{kw). It is then relatively easy to
find those subspaces Y of W for which these conditions hold. Indeed, under

a reasonably mild conjecture (see (2.10)) the examples given in the theorem are

the only rings Ry for which the theorem holds. Certainly the theorem will

fail if, for example, Ry = S¿j for the excluded values of d or if Y is in

sufficiently general position.

In outline, the structure of the paper is as follows. In §1, we give the strat-

egy behind the proof of Theorem 0.4 and, in particular, collect the relevant

definitions and results that are needed from [SS]. §2 is devoted to the proof

of Theorem 0.4 (see, in particular, (2.15)). Finally, in §3 we prove that the

geometric ring B is a Koszul algebra.

0.7. There is one way in which the Sklyanin algebra can be derived from its
geometric ring B. In [OF1, 2], the authors generalize Sklyanin's construction

of S{a\, a2, q3) to provide algebras with n > 3 generators. As is the case in

[Sk], these algebras are defined in terms of certain theta functions 0, of order

« . As such, an elliptic curve E c P"-1 and the analogue B' of the geometric

ring B is an integral part of their theory. Moreover, as they say in [OF2],

"it is natural to ask the question how to recover a Sklyanin algebra from its

characteristic variety N... and the bundle £" (this data amounts to E and
B in dimension 4). In [OF2] they do indeed show how to construct S from

B, or X from W in the notation of (0.6), by noting that X can be regarded

as an appropriate space of skew-symmetric elements in W. As such, X is not

particularly canonical.

0.8. Many of the computational results of this paper were proved using Bill

Schelter's Affine program and I am very grateful to him for sharing this program

with me.
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1. THE STRATEGY

1.1. Much of the proof of Theorem 0.4 follows from the results given in [SS].

Thus, in this section we review those parts of [SS] that will be used here and, in

particular, identify precisely what is required of a ring R for the conclusion of
Theorem 0.4 to hold. The following notation will hold throughout the paper.

Notation. The scalars {a,} will always satisfy (0.3.1) and (0.3.3). Let V

be the four-dimensional k-vector space, with basis {xo, X\, x2, x3}. Write
T = T{V) = k{xo, x\, x2, x3} for the corresponding tensor algebra, with

the natural grading T = @n>0Tn, where Tn = V®n. Let W c V ® V

be the space spanned by the elements {f\, ..., fc, ßi, n2}, as defined by

(0.3.2) and (0.4.1), and let X = Y^fk. Thus, in the notation of the in-
troduction, S = S{a\, a2, a3) = T{V)/{X) while B = B{a\, a2, a3) =

T{V)I {W). More generally, if Y is any six-dimensional subspace of W, set

Ry = T{V)I (Y). In each case of interest, the defining relations Y of Ry will

depend on {a\, a2, a3}, and if we need to emphasize this dependence, we

will write Ry = Ry{a\, cx2, a3). Each of these rings has a graded structure;

for example, Ry = 0„>o(^r)n >  induced from that of T{V).

1.2. The basic aim of this paper is to determine conditions on Y for RY to

satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 0.4. As remarked in the introduction, there

is an elliptic curve E and an automorphism r of E canonically associated to

S = S{a\, a2, a3) and the ring B is a corresponding "twisted" homogeneous

coordinate ring of E. These objects are, very briefly, described as follows (for
further details and proofs of the statements made here, the reader is referred to

[SS, §3]). Identify S{V) ®S{V) = k[x0i , ...,x3i]® k[x02,..., x32] with the
homogeneous coordinate ring of P3 x P3 in the obvious way. Similarly, we may

identify X c V ® V c S{V) ® S{V) and hence define Y = Y{o¡i, a2, a3) to
be the set of zeros of X inside P3 x P3. For future reference, we note that,

for any ring RY — Ry{a\, a2, a3) we may similarly define a variety YY to be

the zeros of Y in P3 x P3. The variety Y is the union of four isolated points

with Tj, where Ti is the graph of an automorphism t of an elliptic curve
E c P3. Let SC = i*cf¥3{\) be the line bundle associated to this embedding

and set J?T" = {zn)*<2?, the inverse image of S? along t": E -> E. Write

S?n = -2" «> • ■ • ® JS^""1 , where 5% = cfE . Then B = 05„ , where B0 = k
and B„ = H°{E, 3„). The multiplication map B„ x Bm -+ Bn+m is defined

by taking global sections of the natural isomorphism ¿îfn ® Sf^ -> S?n+m . The

advantage of this construction is that standard algebreogeometric results may

be used to prove strong results about the structure of B. For example, [SS,

Theorems 3.4 and 5.5] show that B is a Noetherian domain, d\mk{Bn) = 4«,

for all « > 1 and the socle, Soc{B/gB) is zero for all g £ B. Moreover, B

is indeed a factor ring of S. Once again, these objects depend upon the a¡

and when we need to emphasize this dependence we will write, for example,

E = E{a\_, a2 , a3) or Yy = YY{ai, a2 , a3), etc.

In order to use this information to understand S and RY we need the

concept of a Koszul complex. Let Z ç V ® V and A = Az = T{V)/ (Z)

be the corresponding quadratic algebra. Let {¿;0, £1, £2, £3} be the basis of

V* dual to the basis {x,} of V and write Zx for the orthogonal to Z in

V* ® V*.  Define A' = T{V*)/ (W1-), which again inherits a natural graded
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structure, Ä- — (&n>0A'n, from T{V*). Associated to A and Ä- are two

Koszul complexes. Set e = J^o*/ ® £/ e -¿i ® ^i and note that e2 = 0

[Ma, Lemma 9.1]. Define A"* = é)„>0K", where K" = A ® Ân, and let

d*:Kn -* Kn+1 denote left multiplication by e. Since e2 = 0, (A*, rf*) is a

complex of free right ^4-modules, called a Koszul complex. The second complex
of interest is the dual of {K*, d*), namely the Koszul complex of free left A-

modules
{K., d) = {K.{A), d) = HomA{{K', d*),A).

More explicitly, the left regular representation of A'- on itself induces a right

^!-module structure on {A[)* = 0„>o(4,)* • Thus> if Kn = A ® {Â„)* and

K, = 0„>o Kn , then right multiplication by e induces a map d: Kn -+ Kn^\

and hence a differential d : K, —> K,.
For any quadratic algebra ^, the Koszul dual Ä- is isomorphic to the subal-

gebra of the Yoneda Ext algebra Ext^(Ä:, k) generated by Ext^(A;, k). More-

over, A is Koszul if and only if the augmented complex {K,{A), d) —► k -* 0

is exact (see, for example, [Lo, Theorem 1.2]).

1.3. Now suppose that y is a six-dimensional subspace of W. Then the

identification {RY)i — V = B\ induces a surjection (j>:RY -» B. Dually, the

identification {RY)i = B\ induces a surjection fi-.B1 -» R!Y. The proof of
Theorem 0.4 in [SS] depends upon an examination of the homology groups of

{K,{S), d) and certain other complexes. However, this proof does not require

the explicit description of S. Rather, it requires that R - S satisfies the

following four properties:

(1.3.1) Rl has the same Hilbert series as the exterior algebra /\{k^) ; that is,

dimCR1),, = 1, 4, 6, 4, 1, 0, 0, ...     for« = 0, 1, 2, ....

(1.3.2) B = Rf¥iR + X¥2R, where {*Fi, ¥2} is a normalizing sequence of

elements of R; that is, *¥iR = RVi and ¥2^ = ^2, where 7? =

R/ViR.
(1.3.3) The left-hand end

0 —» B®{R')*4^ B®{R[)*3^ B®{R')l

of the complex B ® {K,{R), d) is exact.

(1.3.4) R- is Frobenius; that is {R<R[)* = RR,, as right i?!-modules.
(1.3.5) There exists an antiautomorphism a of R such that, if the induced

antiautomorphisms of R] and R® R' are still denoted by a, then a

fixes the elements x¡ ®£,j £ R® R: .

It follows that the proof of [SS, Theorem 5.4 and 5.5] can also be used to
prove the following result (see [SS, §5.6]):

Theorem. Suppose {a,} satisfy (0.3.1) and (0.3.3) and that RY = T(V)/(Y),
for some six-dimensional subspace Y of W. Assume that Ry satisfies (1.3.1)-

(1.3.5). Then:

(i) HRr{t) = 1/(1 -i)4-
(ii) Ry is a Noetherian domain.

(iii) Ry is a regular graded ring of dimension 4.

(iv) Ry is Koszul.
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(v) {4*!, ¥2} is a regular sequence in the sense that *F\ is a non-zero-divisor

in RY while *¥2 is a non-zero-divisor in Ry/^iRy.

Proof. To be more precise, the proof of [SS, Theorems 5.4 and 5.5] show that
(1.3.1), (1.3.2), and (1.3.3) are sufficient to imply parts (i), (iv), and (v) of the
theorem, and to prove that Ry is a Noetherian ring of finite global dimension.
The conditions (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) imply that the two complexes {K'{RY), d*)
and {K.{RY), d) are isomorphic as complexes of vector spaces. It follows

that, since Ry is Koszul, it is Gorenstein (see [SS, Proposition 4.10]). Finally,

[ATV2, Theorem 3.9] can then be used to prove that Ry is a domain.

2. The main result

2.1. In this section we find subspaces Y c W such that the conditions (1.3.1)-

(1.3.5) hold for the ring RY and hence such that Theorem 0.4 applies to RY .
We will first show that condition (1.3.2) can also be phrased in terms of B'.

Indeed, in the presence of condition (1.3.1), it is equivalent to the statement

that R'Y = B'/aB- + bB' for a 1-regular, normalizing sequence {a, b} £ B\

(see 2.6 and 2.8 for the precise statement). Moreover, (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) are
in some sense the key requirements since the other three conditions will hold

in each case when (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) are true. Thus, most of this section will

be concerned with the study of B' and we begin with two elementary results to

give the reader a feel for the structure of this ring. The first one is routine.

2.2. Given elements a, b in a ring R, write [a, b] = ab- ba and [a, b]+ =
ab + ba.

Lemma. The vector space WL has basis

Wi = Ko, &] + — [&+1. &+2I   for 1 < 1 < 3,
a,

W/+3 = Ko, &]+ + Bi+i » 6+2]  for 1 < i < 3,

\ 1 + a3       / 1 + a3

V1 - a2       ) \-a2

Here, Ç3+j = c¡j for j > 0.

2.3. Clearly, an element y £ B\ is normal if and only if there exists a basis

i/o, r\, r2, r3} of B\ such that C¡y = yr¿ for each /. This will be written

(&,—,W = (r0,...,r3).

Proposition. Set

h = ¿o2 > h = tf , h = ¿0Í1 - {1Í0 >

U   =  íoíl + ÍIÍO >  h   = {oÍ2 - Í2Í0 ,  t(>   = Í0Í2 + Í2Í0 )

h = Í0Í3 - Í3Í0 j     ¿8 = Í0Í3 + Í3Í0 •

Then:

(i) {ti, ..., ts} form a basis of B2.
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(ii) Moreover, t\  and t2 are central, while t3, ..., t% are normal. If 3 <

j < 8, then {¿¡q, ..., &)'; is the {j - 2)th row of the matrix

I+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+ \
+

+ /

(iii) Finally, dimfc B[=4n for 1 < « .

Proof. This was proved using Schelter's Affine program. However, parts (i) and

(ii) of the proposition are easy enough to prove directly while an alternative,

more theoretical proof of part (iii) is given by Theorem 3.9.

2.4. The defining relations W1- of B' are, at first glance, very similar to those

of B, since they amount to no more than a slight change of the scalars in those

relations. Yet the structures of B and B' are very different. For example, at

least for sufficiently general values of the {a,}, there are no central elements

in B2. We know of no good theoretical reasons why this should be true (but

see 2.7). Possibly a more intuitive proof of part (ii) of the proposition can be

obtained by regarding B' as Ext*B{k, k) and using the geometric techniques of,

for example, [SS, §3]. It would also be more satisfactory if similarly less com-

putational proofs could be found for some of the other results of this section,

notably 2.12 and 2.14.
Finally, we conjecture that the only normalizing sequences {a, b} of ele-

ments of B' are those for which a, b £ {d\ t\ + d2t2, i3, ..., i8 : d = {d\, d2) g

*!>•

2.5. We next show how to express condition (1.3.2) in terms of B], by relating

properties of the kernels of the two surjections Ry -» B and B[ -» RlY . We

begin with an abstract result.

Lemma. Let R = 0i?, be a quadratic algebra, say R = T{F)/{G), where

F = Ri is an n-dimensional k-vector space and G c F ® F. Let y £ F®F\G

and set H = G + ky. Write P = R/RyR = T{F)/ (H) and G±/H± = krj,
where rj = [n + H1-], for some n £ G1-. Then the following are equivalent:

(i)  The element y is normal in R.

(ii) // F! = T{F*)I (tf-L), then dimfc(P,! rj) = n = dimk{tjP[).

Proof. All computations will take place inside (factors of) T{F) and T{F*).

Observe that, since n <£ H1-, one has

(2.5.1) « = dimk{F*®G±/F*®H±) = dim4(Gx ® F*¡H^ ® F*).

Moreover,

P\ rj ^ {F*®n + F*®H±+H±® F*)/{F* ® //x + H^ ® F*)

=  {F* ®G± + H±® F*)/{F* ®H± + H±® F*),

and, similarly, rjP\ s {F* ® Hx + G± ® F*)/{F* ® H^ + H1^ ® F*). Bearing
(2.5.1) in mind, this means that we have the following chain of equivalent
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conditions:

condition (ii) holds

«■ the natural surjections 6\ : F* ® G^/F* ® H1- -» P\n and

62 : G1- ® F*¡H1- ® F* -» r\P\ are isomorphisms

F*®G^nH±®F*   „ _      __ „   G±®F*r)F*®H±
*   F*®H±nH1-®F*   =KerÖ1  - ° - KerÖ2 =  H±®F*HF*®H±

<*   F* ® C7X n//x ® F*  = C7X ® F* n F* ® #x

«■   {F®G + H®F)± = {G®F + F®H)1■

<&   F®G+H®F=G®F+F®H

F ®G + H®F        G®F + F®H
**   F®H + H®F  " F®H + H®F

*>   R{y = yRi

•£>   y is normal in i?.

2.6. Motivated by Lemma 2.5, we make the following definition. Let /? =

0 Rn be a graded ring and let y £ Rr, for some r. Then y is called n-regular

if í = 0 is the only element t £ 0m<„ Rm such that iy = 0 or yt = 0. Of

course, y is 1-regular if and only if dimfc(i?iy) = dimfc(/?i) = dim¿(yi?i).

Similarly, a pair {a, b} £ Rr is called an n-regular {normalizing) sequence if

a is «-regular (and normalizing) in R while b is «-regular (and normalizing)

in R/RaR.

Corollary. Let Y be a six-dimensional subspace of W. Then B s Ry/V^Ry +

*¥2Ry, for some normalizing sequence {*F,-} if and only if

Ry S B'/{B'aBl + BxbBx)

for some l-regular sequence {a, b} £ B\.

2.7 Remark. Lemma 2.5 actually forces B] to contain normal elements. For,

[SS, Theorem 5.4(iii)] implies that B = S/QiS + Q2S, where Qj is 1-regular
in S and Q2 is 1-regular in S/il\S. However, we feel that this is not a

satisfactory answer to the question raised in 2.4.

2.8. When combined with condition (1.3.1), Corollary 2.6 places considerable

restrictions on the possible choices of Y. For, suppose that a six-dimensional

subspace Y of W is chosen such that (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) both hold, and keep

the notation of Corollary 2.6. Write B- = B-/B]aB-. Then

4 = dimk{R-Y)3 = dim53 - dim(B\b + bB\)

< dim~B\ - dim¿?!,¿> = dimfi!3 - 4

and

dimB3 = dim53 - dim{B\a + aB\)

< dim£3 - d\mB\a = 12 - 4 = 8.
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By comparing these two equations, one sees that both inequalities_are actually

equalities. This in turn implies that B\a — B\a+aB\ = aB\ and B\b = bB\.
In other words, {a, b} is a normal sequence. This proves one half of the next

result, the other half being proved by reversing the argument given above.

Lemma. Let Y be a six-dimensional subspace of W. Then Ry satisfies

dimk{RY)3 = 4 and (1.3.2) if and only if Ry = B'/aB' + bB' for some 1-
regular normalizing sequence of elements {a, b} c B'2.

2.9 Corollary. Suppose that Y is a six-dimensional subspace of W. Assume

that, if Ry = B'/B'aB' + B'bB', for a,b £ B2, then a and b are l-regular.
Then the following are equivalent:

(i) Ry satisfies (1.3.1) and (1.3.2).
(ii) {a, b} is a normalizing sequence and aB\ n bB\ = baB\_2 for r < 3

{where B) = 0 if j < 0).

Proof. This exercise in dimension counting is left to the reader.

2.10. It is not clear whether the hypothesis of Corollary 2.9 is ever satisfied,

but that is not the point of the result. Rather, it has been included in order to

explain why the next lemma should be expected.

Thus, we wish to find a, b £ B\ such that the six-dimensional subspace

Y c W, defined by Ry = B'/B'aB' + B'bB', will satisfy (1.3.1) and (1.3.2).
By Lemma 2.8, we need to assume that {a, b} is a normalizing sequence.

To the best of our knowledge this forces {a, b} G {d\ti + d2t2, i3,..., ig :
d — {d\, d2) £ P¿}. Moreover, each of these elements can be shown to be

3-regular. Of course, if one chooses two normal elements a, b £ B[ that are

in "sufficiently general position" then one would expect aB' n bB' = abB' to

hold and so Corollary 2.9 would imply that the corresponding ring Ry would
indeed satisfy (1.3.1) and (1.3.2). Given the nature of the normal elements in

B2 , the nearest approximation to general position that we have is for a — t¡,

for some j > 3 and b = t\ + d2t2 , for d2 in some Zariski open subset of k.

While this does not provide a proof, it does at least indicate that some version

of the next result is to be expected.

Proposition. The ring Ry = B'/aB' + bB- satisfies (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) in the
following cases:

(i) a = t3 and b = d\t\ + d2t2 for d = {d\, d2) £ P¿ provided that d ^
(1, 1), (1, -l/a2a3);

(ii) a - ta, and b = d\t\+ d2t2 for d = {d\, d2) £ Flk provided that d ¿
(1, l/a2), (1, -l/a3);

(iii) a = t\ and b = t2; or
(iv) a = i3 and b = i4.

Up to isomorphisms of the Ry given by permutation of the variables {xi, X2,

x3}, these are the only choices of a, b £ {di ti + d2t2, t3, ..., d% : d = {d\, d2) £
P¿} for which the corresponding ring Ry = B'/aB' + bB' satisfies (1.3.1) and

(1.3.2).

Proof. Suppose that a, b £ B'2 are defined by (i)-(iv) of the lemma. Then,

by Corollary 2.6, we need to prove that {a, b) is a 1-regular sequence and
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that the corresponding ring R'y satisfies (1.3.1). This has been proved using

Schelter's Affine program.
To prove the result stated in the second paragraph of the proposition, we

should first be precise about the isomorphisms involved. The basic observation

is that cyclically permuting the variables {xi, X2, x3} produces isomorphisms

B'{cx\, a2, a3) = B'{a2, a3, ai) = B'{a3, cx\, a2) and this induces isomor-

phisms between various of the Ry (and hence between various of the Ry). In
particular, if « = 2 or 3 then

B'{ai, a2, a3)/{tn, ti+dt2) = B'{a2, a3, ax)/{tn+2, h+d't2)

S B\a3, ax, a2)/{tn+4, h+d"t2),

where d' and d" can be computed from Lemma 2.2; for example,

'-('îîS)/('-'*'ÎîS)-
Similarly,

B'{ai, a2, a3)/{t3, i4) = B'{a2, a3, ai)/{t5, t6)

S B'{a3, ay, a2)/{tT, ts).

Given any choice of {a, b} £ {dyt\ + dt2, t3,..., ig : d = {d\, d2) £ P{},
other than those covered by parts (i)-(iv) of the proposition and their images

under the isomorphisms given above, then the same Affine program can be used

to prove that dim(i?y)„ > 0 for « > 5.

2.11 Remarks. We will let y denote the class of rings defined by parts (i)-(iv)
of the proposition .

Since {R'y y = Ry , it is easy to check that these rings are precisely the rings
defined in the first two paragraphs of Theorem 0.4. Specifically:

(i) If a = tj for j > 3 and b = d\h + d2t2, for d = {d{, d2) G P[ , then

Ry = Sej-2 for e = (d2,di- d2) £ P[ .
(ii) If a = t\ and b = t2, then Ry = S, the Sklyanin algebra,

(iii) If a = t3 and b = t4, then Ry = S^.

It is readily checked that the excluded cases of parts (i) and (ii) of the propo-

sition are in agreement with the excluded cases among the Se j of Theorem

0.4.

2.12 Lemma. For each ring Ry £'P', the Koszul dual R'y is Frobenius.

Proof. Fix n £ {RY)t \ {0} . Given u, v £ R'y , write uv = Xr\ + h , for some

h £ ÇBm<3{Ry)m and set 0(w, v) = X. Then Ry is Frobenius provided that

O is nondegenerate. Once again, explicit computations show this to be the case.

2.13 Lemma. Let Ry £p". Then Ry satisfies condition (1.3.5).

Proof. The antiautomorphism is the same one that was used in [SS]; viz, the

map defined by c(xo) = -xo and rT(x,) = x, for j ^ 0. By duality, a induces

an involutive antiautomorphism of R\, which is also denoted by a ; that is

"■(ío) = -ío> and a{^¡) = {, for / ^ 0. This induces an anti-automorphism,

still denoted by a, of Ry ® R'y. Clearly, a{e) = e, where e = J^Xj ® ¿¡j £

Ry ® R'y.
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2.14. Let Ry £ y. We wish to show that condition (1.3.3) holds for Ry
and we will prove this by reducing to a case that is essentially covered by [SS,

Proposition 5.3]. Now R'y is Frobenius, by Lemma 2.12. Thus the complex

{K.{Ry), d) is isomorphic to the complex of left Äy-modules:

0 — RY®{Ry)o -^ RY®{Ry)l  -^ RY®{Ry)2 -^ •••

where, again, each map d¡ is given by right multiplication by e = Yl x}■ ® ¿¡j
(see the proof of [SS, Proposition 4.10]).

Write L = B'2/{txk + t2k + t3k + t4k) = B'2/{c;2k + tfk + M\k + Z&k).

Since Ry £ y , the natural surjection n : B'2-» L factors; B\ -^» {Ry)2 -^+ L.

When Ry - S, we will write ps for pY . Thus, in order to prove (1.3.3), it
certainly suffices to show that the sequence

0 —► B®{R'y)0 -^ B®{Ry)i ^ B ® L

is exact. But this sequence is independent of Y. For, under the natural identifi-

cations {R'y)o = B'q and {Ry)i = B\, d\ is unchanged while pYd2 is identified

with the map nd2 : B ® B\ -► B ® 5¿-> B ® L. Thus, it suffices to prove that
the sequence

(2.14.1) 0 —- B®Sl -^ B®S\ p-^i B®L

is exact.
This is, essentially, what is proved in [SS, Proposition 5.3] in proving that

the sequence 0 —► B ® S\ —^ B ® S\ —^ B ® S'2 is exact. In the proof
of that result, one first constructs a matrix N such that d2 is given by right

multiplication by N, corresponding to the ordered bases {ío, íi > Í2, {3} of

S\ and {Í0Í1, Í0Í2, Í0Í3, Í1Í0, Í2Í0, Í3Í0} of S'2 (see [SS, Lemma 4.11]). But
the proof of [SS, Proposition 5.3] only used properties of the second, fifth,
and sixth columns of N. Moreover, the choice of L ensures that the matrix

corresponding to the map psd2 is the 4x4 matrix obtained by deleting columns

1 and 4 from N. Therefore, the proof given in [SS] can also be used to prove

that (2.14.1) is exact. This proves:

Lemma. Let RY £'p'. Then (1.3.3) holds for RY ; that is, the left-hand end

0 —» B® {Ry)*4 -^ B ® {Ry)*3 -^ B ® {Ry)*2

of the complex B ® {K,{RY), d) is exact.

2.15. By combining (2.10)—(2.14) with Theorem 1.3, we have proved parts
(i)-(iv) of Theorem 0.4. The rest of that theorem follows from the next result.

Lemma. Let {a,}, {/?,}, and {y,} satisfy (0.3.1) and (0.3.3). Then there exists

no isomorphism between the three rings S{a\, a2, a3), Sjj{ßi, ß2, ß3), and

Soc{yi, 72, 73)-

Remark. For sufficiently general a,, ßj and yk , an alternative proof may be

obtained from the comments given below in (2.20).

Proof, (i) Suppose that there exists an isomorphism y/ : S(¡¡,■ —► S (or ip : S^ —►

S) and write y/{Xj) = Sj = pj+rj+hj , for pj £ S0, r¡ g S\ and hj G (&m>2Sm .

As the Si generate S, certainly the rj are linearly independent. Now, the Sj
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satisfy (at least) four of the relations /• defined in (0.3.2). Write out these
equations and look at their components in So and Si. Then there is ample

information to prove that pj = 0 for each j. Next, the Sj satisfy Yo ^jsj = ®

for some kj £ k not all of which are zero. By looking at the component of this

equation in 52 one finds that Yo^Jr] = ®- The proof will be completed by

showing that this leads to a contradiction.

Write r¡ = Yj aijXj for some a¡j G k and let A = (a/y) be the corresponding

matrix. Write A for the diagonal matrix diag{Ao, h , X2, X3}, let x denote
the column vector (xo, Xi, X2, x3)r, and set D — ATAA - {d¡j). Then, the

equation Yo^Jr]~^ implies that Y^iauaikXjXk = 0. Equivalently,

(2.15.1) 0 = ^dijXjXj = ^dkkxl + ^dki{xkxi + x¡xk).
i, j k k<l

Now use the relations f , f3 and f of (0.3.2) to rewrite this expression in

terms of the basis {xf, xox;, X/Xo : 0 < i < 3, 1 < j < 3} of 52 . Then, the

coefficient of x\ is still dkk, whence dkk = 0. The coefficients of xoXj and

XiXo are, respectively, doi + {\/a\)d23 and úfoi - {^/a\)d23. Thus, i/oi = 0 —
d23. Continuing in this manner, one proves that each dk¡ is zero, contradicting

the fact that A is nonsingular.

(ii) Suppose that there is an isomorphism y/: S^ —► Sj,2 . Repeat the above
argument, using the same notation, but with S replaced by S¿2. Then ev-

erything up to and including (2.15.1) remains unchanged. In this case, {Sji2)2

has basis [x2, x\, x\, x2x3, XoX,, X/Xo : 1 < j < 3}. Thus, the relations
fx, f3 and f¡ can still be used to imply that dk¡ = 0 if k ^ I. However, as
Xq = C\x\+c2x2+c3x2, for some Cj £ k, we can only conclude that djj = c/úfoo
for each j. This implies that, for each choice of basis {/■,} of {Sdti)i there

is, up to a scalar multiple, only one sum of squares Yhrf that can be zero.
Clearly, this is sufficient to show that Sd 2 ^ S^(yi, y2, y3), for any y¡. The
proof for Sd i is similar.

2.16. A natural question raised by Lemma 2.15, and one we now address, is to

determine the isomorphism classes within the three classes, {S{a\, a2, a3)},

{S,*./(ai, a2, a3)} , and {^(ai > a2, a3)} . To this end, we recall the nota-

tion of (1.1) and (1.2). In particular, if Ry £ y, then we will usually write

Ry - RY{a\, a2, a3), for the appropriate choice of a¡ to emphasize the de-

pendence of Ry on those scalars. If d = (1, d2) £ P[ , then {a\, a2, a3, d} is

called in general position if a\,a2 and d2 are algebraically independent over

the prime subfield of k while a3 is determined by (0.3.1).

Lemma, (i) If Ry = S¿j{ai, a2, a3) £ y, then the associated variety Yy c

P3 x P3 is the union Yy = Y\{a\, a2, a3)UFy for a finite set of points Fy .

(ii) Assume that {a{, a2, a3, d = (1, d2)} is in general position, and that

RY = Sdti. Let n i : P3 x P3 -» P3 be the projection onto the first coordinate.

Then 7Ti|ry is injective. Moreover, Gy = Ti\{FY) consists of the four points
{(x0, Xi, x2, x3) = (0,0, 1, ±5), ( 1, ±t, 0, 0). The values of s and t are
obtained by ensuring that these points are zeros of f2 and fii + d2£l2.

(iii) If Ry = Soofai, a2, a3) £ y, then the associated variety Yy c P3 x P3
is the union Y y — Y\{a\, a2, a3)UFy where Fy is now the union of two lines.
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In the notation of'(ii), n\\rY is still injective and Gy consists of the lines

(2.16.1) xo = ±uvx3,       x\ = ±ux2/v.

Here u = y/-{a3 + a2)/{a2a3 + 1) and v = \fb {thus one must take the same

square roots in the two parts of (2.16.1)).

Proof. As with the corresponding proof for S{a\, a2, a3) in [SS], this is a

tedious exercise and is omitted.

Remark. Part (iii) of the lemma implies that there is a second geometric ring

associated to ^(ai, a2, a3), to wit the one corresponding to the variety Fy .

2.17 Lemma. Let Ry = Ry{a\, a2, a3) £ y. Then Y\{a\, a2, a3) is an

invariant of Ry as an element of y. Moreover, so are the elliptic curve E =

E{a\, a2, a3) and the geometric ring B = B{a\, a2, a3).

Proof. Suppose that </> : Rz —> Ry is an isomorphism and set sj = 4>{x¡), for
0 < j < 3. As in the proof of Lemma 2.15, we may write s¡ — r¡ + h¡ , where

r¡ £ {Ry)\ and h¡ £ ÇBm>2{Ry)m • Moreover, the quadratic relations satisfied

by the Sj (that is, Z) are also satisfied by the r;-. Let {gk = Y¡ j S^x¡Xj} be

a basis for Z . If r, = YaijXj, then the relations g'k = Y¡j %\faiUajvXuxv = 0

hold in Ry . Since the r,- are linearly independent so are the g'k . Thus the g'k
form a basis for Y and define YY . But, this implies that the automorphism

0! : P3 x P3 given by x,7 -» Y, aux¡j, for 0 < / < 3 and j = 1, 2, maps Yz
to Y y . Thus Y y is an invariant for RY . Since Ti is isomorphic to an elliptic

curve, Lemma 2.16 implies that Y\{ax, a2, a3) is also an invariant and by

projecting Y\{ai, a2, a3) onto the first copy of P3, so is E — E{a\, a2, a3).

Finally, consider the geometric ring B, which we will write as By —
By{a\, a2, a3) = T{V)/ {Wy) since we wish to consider it as a factor ring
of Ry . The proof of [SS, Lemma 3.3] shows that WY is precisely the set of

elements in K®F that are zero on Y\{a\, a2, a3). Thus <fi must map Wz

to Wy and hence induce an isomorphism from Bz to By .

2.18. As was remarked in the proof of Proposition 2.10, cyclically permuting

the variables {xi, X2, x3} provides isomorphisms

B{ai, a2, a3) = B{a2, a3, ax) = B{a3, 01,02)-

Similarly, the maps (xo, xi, X2, x3) —► (xo, xi, -x3, X2) and

(Xo , Xi , X2 , X3) —* I X] , Xq ,  —=X2 ,  —t=x3 )
V       y/a2a3        ^/aj        y/a2    j

both provide isomorphisms B{a\, a2, a3) = B{-a\, -a3, -a2). These same

permutations of the variables also induce isomorphisms between the appropriate

S{a\, a2, a3) or, more generally, between the appropriate Ry . In each case,

the group of isomorphisms induced by those described above will be called the

permutation isomorphisms. A useful observation is that, as permutations of the

variables x¡, one obtains the full permutation group on four letters. It is not
difficult to prove that the permutation isomorphisms are, essentially, the only

isomorphisms between the B{a\, a2 , a3) :
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Lemma. Suppose that B{a\, a2, a3) = B{ß\, ß2, ß3) for some a¡ and ßj

that satisfy (0.3.1) and (0.3.3). Then B{a\, a2, a3) and B{ß\, ß2, ß3) are
also isomorphic via a permutation isomorphism.

Proof. Set B = B{a\, a2, a3). Once again we follow the proof of Lemma

2.15 and write 4>{Xj) = Sj = rj + hj, where r, g B\ and hj £ Ç&m>2Bm.

Write rj = Yajkxk and A = {ajk). In this case, the r7 satisfy two linearly

independent equations involving sums of squares: -r2, + r\ + r\ + r2 = 0 and

r\ + c2r\ + c3rj = 0,    where c2 = -—-^ and c3 = '.
1 - ß2 1 + ß3

It is important to note that (0.3.1) and (0.3.3) ensure that 0, 1, c2, c3 are

always distinct. Define the diagonal matrices Ai - diag(-l, 1, 1, 1) and

A2 = diag(0, 1, c2, c3). Then part (ii) of the proof of Lemma 2.15 implies

that D\ = A1h\A and D2 = ATA2A are diagonal. Since A]"1A2 = A2, this
implies that

A~lA2A = D~XD2 = D3 = diag(r50, Su 62, 53)

for some Sj £ k. Since D3 is diagonal, this implies that the columns of

A are eigenvectors for A2. Since the corresponding eigenvalues are distinct,

this forces A to have just one nonzero entry in each row and column. In

other words, r) = PjXP(j) for some nonzero scalars pj and permutation

p. By applying the permutation isomorphisms, and adjusting the a; and p¡

accordingly, we may assume that xp^ = x¡ for 0 < j < 3. Since we are

working with graded rings, we may multiply each rj by the same scalar and

also assume that po = 1. It is now routine to use the relations f of (0.3.2) to

prove that Pj = 1 for each j and hence that ßk — ak for each k .

2.19. By combining the last two lemmas one obtains:

Proposition. Given Ry £y, then there are at most finitely many Rz £y with
RZ = Ry .

Obviously, the proposition can be made much more precise and we leave the

details to the interested reader.

2.20. Recall that, if S = S{ai, a2 , a3), then B{a{, a2, a3) S S/Q.XS + Q2S
where the Q, are central in S. Analogously, if d = {d\, d2) # (1, 0) then

B = S¿ \/Q.\S¿ \ + f\S¿ i . In this case, direct computations show that Qi is

still central in Sjj but f is only normal: in the notation of (2.3),

(2.20.1) (x0, xi, x2, x3)f> = (-xo, -Xi, x2, x3).

Similarly, if d ¿ (1, 0), then B = Sdt2/Q.\Sd2 4- 72^,2 . where Qi is central
and

(2.20.2) (x0, xi, x2, x3)/2 = (x0, xi, -x2, -x3).

Likewise, B ̂  S^/fS^+fiS^ where /. and f2 satisfy (2.20.1) and (2.20.2).
Assume, now, that the a; are in general position. Then one can prove that

Qi  is the only central element in {S¿j)2 while (5^)2 contains no central
elements.
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3. The algebra B{ax, a2, a3) is Koszul

3.1. Let B = B{a\, a2, a3) be the geometric ring as defined in (0.4) or (1.2).
In this section we will substantiate a claim made in (2.3), by giving an alternative

proof that d\mk{Bn) = 4« for all n > 1. The idea is as follows. First, we

prove that B is a Koszul algebra (see Theorem 3.9). It then follows from [Lo,

Theorem 1.2] that HB<{t) = \/HB{-t). Since [SS, Theorem 3.4(H)] shows that

HB{t) = (1 +1)2/{\ -1)2, this implies that HB<{t) also equals (1 + t)2/{\ -1)2 ,

as required. The proof that B is Koszul uses the techniques from [Mu].

We will actually prove the result in slightly more generality than that required

for this paper, since the extra generality requires no extra effort and may be

useful elsewhere. Thus, in this section we will assume that Sf is a very ample,

invertible sheaf over the elliptic curve E such that r = deg S? > 4. However,

as before, t will denote an automorphism of E and the construction of ¿2?„

and Bn = H°{E, S?n) and B = ®n>0Bn is the same as outlined in 1.2. This

is the same generality in which the results of [SS, §3] were proved and so, by

[SS, Theorem 3.4], B = T{V)/{W), where V = H°(E, Sf) = Bx and W is
an (r2 - 2r)-dimensional subspace of V ® V .

3.2. The definition of a Koszul algebra given in (0.3) is not convenient for

our purposes and so we begin with an equivalent definition. This is taken from

[Lo], and the reader is referred to that paper for the proofs and other details.

Let <p : V ® V —> B2 be the multiplication map; thus W - ker(0). Inductively,
define graded subspaces Kn ç K„_x ® V ç Vm by K0 = k, K¡ = V and, for
« > 1,

Kn+i = Ker(tf„ ® V '^\ #„_, ® V ® V ^ Kn_x ® B2),

where /'„ : Kn ç Kn-\ ® V is the given inclusion. Equivalently, for « > 1,

n-\

Kn+X = P| V9i ® ker(4>) ® v^"-'-l).

!=0

If 0, : V ® B, —> Bl+l denotes the multiplication map, then there is a natural
map

(3.2.1 ) d'n : Kn ® Bt l^X Kn_, ® V ® Bt '-^' Kn_x ® Bt+l,

where d^{Ko ® Bt) is defined to be zero. It is easy to check that d'^d',, = 0

and hence that this defines a complex (£/*, d), where U' = 0n>1 Kn® B .

The significance of this complex is the following result (see [Lo, Theorem 1.2,

Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.1]).

Proposition, (i) The complex {V , d) is acyclic if and only if B is Koszul.

{ii) Let [ExllB{k, k)] denote the subring of the Ext algebra Ext*B{k, k) gen-

erated by ExtlB{k, k). Then Y[n>0 Kn ^ [ExtB{k, k)]^B' as bigraded vector
spaces.

3.3. In order to apply [Mu], we need to reinterpret the K„ and (3.2.1) in terms

of (homomorphisms between) global sections of locally free ¿f^-modules. If Sf

and y are locally free ¿f£-modules, we will write W{Sf) = W{E, Sf) and
let

p{%?, y):H°{^)®H°{y) —■> H°{3?®y)
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denote the natural map obtained by taking global sections of %?®y . Following

[Mu], write

R'Se, y) = Ker(/i(<r, JO)   and   S{%?, y) = Coker(M<r, JO)-

In particular, K2 = ker(</>) = R{2f, S?T). (The automorphism x appears in

this description since, in the present notation, multiplication in B is defined

by u • v = p{2n, J¿?n){u ® vT"), for u £ B„ and v £ Bm .)

Next, we use an idea from [ATV1]; see in particular [ATV1, Proposition

1.17]. If 8? is a locally free ^-module that is generated by its global sections,

write tf^ for cfE ' ' and let P& denote the kernel of the natural surjection

tf^ -» 3?. The significance of this occurs when Hl {y) = 0. For, in this case,

take global sections of the exact sequence

pJt®y _► cf^®y —* a?®y

and use the fact that Hl{cf^ ®y) = H0{Sf) ® Hx {y) = 0. Then one then
obtains the exact sequence

(3.3.1)
o —* H°{pr®y) —» H°{^)®H°{y) —■+ H°{^®y) —+ H\pr®y) —* o.

Thus, one has the natural identifications H°{P^ ® y) = R{%?, y) and

Hl{PT®y) = S{Sf, y). In particular, K2 S H°{P<?®5fT). The main

aim of this section is to find similar identifications for the other groups Ks,

since this will allow us to give an easy proof that {V , d) is exact.

Before we can do this, however, we need to show that various ^-modules are

generated by their sections. Let Sf be a locally free @e -module of rank t and

{Jfj : 1 < j < t} be invertible ^-modules. Following [At], {JH\, J£2, ..., Jft)
is called a splitting of ä? if there exists a series 0 = loÇ^ c ■•■ dSft= Sf
of ¿f£-submodules of Sf such that Jt¡ = Sfj/Sfj-\, for \ < j <t. We will
call this series {âfj} the splitting series of äf corresponding to the splitting

{Jf\, Ji2, ..., J?t).

Proposition. Let 5f be an invertible cfE-module with de%5f — r > 4 and Jf

a locally free ifE-module satisfying:

¡¡F is generated by its sections and S{3?, J!) = 0 for all but finitely

many invertible cfE-modules J? that satisfy de%J? = 2.

Then P&®5? satisfies (3.3.2). Indeed, P^®^ has a splitting {jv\, ..., JVS)
such that degy^j > 2 for all j.

Remark. By [Ha, Example 1.3.7, p. 297], there exist infinitely many invertible

¿^-modules Jf with deg Ji = 2.

Proof. Pick an invertible ¿^-module Jt such that S{%?, JH) - 0 and deg^#
= 2. Since HX{JT) = 0, the comments after (3.3.1) imply that Hl{Pr®J") =
0. Now suppose that P^®J^ = y' ®Z, with y irreducible. Clearly, in order

to prove that P°e®3if has a splitting {yy¡, ...,JVS) such that deg JVj > 2 for all
j, it suffices to prove that same fact for y . Set & = J?~x ® 3? and note that

deg % = (r-2)J: 2. Write y = y®9~x. Since y is a summand cyfj%.®jr,

certainly Hl{y) = 0. Thus, by the Riemann-Roch theorem^deg y > 0. If

deg y > 0, then [At, Lemma 6' and p. 415] implies that y has a splitting
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{Jf\, ..., Jft) such that Âfj>Âf\> cfE and hence deg Jt¡ > deg Jt\ > 0 for
all j . Hence y has a splitting {JVX, ..., JÇ), where

degyv] = degJ?j®& > deg^ = r-2 > 2,

as required. Thus we may assume that deg y = 0. Pick an invertible sheaf W

with deg f = 1. Thus, by the additivity of degree on short exact sequences,

deg{y®&) = degy + (deg^rank^ = rank^.

In this case, [At, Lemma 11] implies that y ® W has a splitting {S,... , S),

where deg S — 1. Hence y has a splitting {Jfx, ...,Jfx), where deg J£x =

deg & ® g7-1 ® "§ = deg & = 2. Thus, we have proved that P%> ® 3? has a
splitting {jyx, ..., JÇ) such that deg Jv~j>2 for all ;'.

It now follows easily that P%> ® X satisfies (3.3.2). To see this, let {^}

be the splitting series of P^®3t corresponding to the splitting {Jv\, ..., JQ .
Thus, for each ;', there exists a short exact sequence

(3.3.3) 0 —► jVj —> PT®3r/^x —* Pr®X/^j —» 0

with %*x = yVx and Pr ®3?/%fs-X = A~s. By [Ha, Corollary 3.2, p. 308],
each JVj is generated by its sections. Thus the obvious induction, using (3.3.3)

and [At, Lemma 1], implies that P%> ® 3t is also generated by its sections

and that Hl {P%> ® 3Z) = 0. Next, let Jf be an invertible ¿^-module with
deg JZ = 2. Note that deg J^j ®Jf~x > 0. Thus, if J? ¥ Jj then [Ha, Lemma
1.2, p.295] implies that Hx{JVj ®Jf~x) = 0. Hence [Mu, Theorem 2] implies
that S{jYj, Jf) = 0. So, assume that J£ ^ JVj for any 1 < j < s. Since
Hx{JVj) — 0 for each j, (3.3.3) and [Mu, 6-lemma] imply that there exist exact

sequences

s{yy], jf) -^ s{P°?®3?/Hj^x, j?) —> s{p^®jr/ß^j, jt).

Thus, by the obvious induction, one obtains that S{P%> ® 3f, J?) — 0. This

completes the proof of the proposition.

3.4. The significance of Proposition 3.3 is that it allows us to make the following

definition:

Corollary. Set J2= ^ and, for « > 2, define Jn+X = PJn ®J?T"~' . By Propo-
sition 3.3, Jn is generated by its global sections and so Jn+X is defined.

3.5 Corollary. Let 3t be an invertible cfE-module with dtg3t > 3. Then
S{JS, 3f) = 0 for all s>2.

Proof. By Proposition 3.3, there exists a splitting {JVX, ..., sV~t) of Js, with

corresponding splitting series {^} , for which deg J^j > 2 for each j . As in

(3.3.3), consider the exact sequences

(3.5.1) o — yVj — /,/*;_, —► Js/Hj —» o.

Since deg 3? > 3 and deg JV¡ > 2, [Mu, Theorem 6] implies that S{JV¡, 3t) =

0 for each j . But, HX{JV¡) = 0 for each j . Thus [Mu, 6-lemma] implies that,
for each j, there exists an exact sequence

S{Nj, 3T) --» S{JS/^X,3T) —» S(Js/ßTj, 3f).

Thus, once again, the obvious induction implies that S{JS, 3Z) — 0.
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3.6   Lemma. Let Sf,   y, and Z be locally free cfE-modules such that %?
and Z are generated by their sections. Then there are natural isomorphisms

H°(P<r®y 9 Ps) = R{Pr ® y, &)

S*  Ker{R{^, y)®H°{Z) -» R{3?, y ®Z)),

and natural maps

S{P°r®y, Z) St Coker(Ä(<r, y)®H°{Z) -» R{%>, y ®Z))

— H\P$r®y®Pz).

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram, where all the maps are the
natural ones and each row and column is exact:

0

® y ® pz

I
®y ®cfx

1
-®y ®z

cfz —» ä?®y®&x —» o

I
)Z -* ^®y®z -» o

Taking global sections gives the following commutative diagram, again with

exact rows and columns;

o

H°{Pr ®f®Pz)

o — H°{pr ® JO ® h\z) —> H\sf) % H°{y) ® h°{z) -^U //0(jt i» y) ® /f°(^-)

""I                               "4 |
0—      /¿-°(P^ ®f ®^-)      —»      tf°(¿r)®/7°(|<<g>:2-) -^      //"(¿T®^®^)

i

Here, iü3 and 1114 are the natural maps of global sections and so one obtains

natural identifications:

H°{P<?®y)®H°{Z) = R{&, y)®H°{2T)
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and

H°{p^®y®z) = R{Sf, y ®z).

Since w2 is the natural map between the spaces of global sections, these iden-

tifications imply that wx is the natural map

R{2?, JO ® H°{Z) -^ R{%?,y®Z).

Thus

H°(P<r®y®P?) = Ker{wx) = Ker(/?(¿T, y)®H°{Z) ^ R{Sf, y ®Z)).

Now, consider the left-hand column of the diagram. Once again, the map wx

is just the natural map of global sections, p{P%> ® y, Z). Thus one obtains

natural identifications: H°{P^ ®y ®PS) = R{Pr ® y, Z) and

S{P°r®y, Z) = Coker(™,) ç H\Pr®y®Pz),

as required.

3.7   Corollary. For all n>2 and m > 1, the natural map

ip : R{Jn , ^n~x)® H°{^") —» R{Jn , Se^l)

is surjective.

Proof. We will apply Lemma 3.6 with 8? = Jn , y = ^T""', and Z = SC£ .
Note that the hypotheses of that lemma are satisfied, by Corollary 3.4. By

Corollary 3.5

0 = S{Jn+x, Stf) = S{Pj„ ®^"_1, 3$).

Thus, by the final assertion of Lemma 3.6, \p is indeed surjective.

3.8. We now return to the complex {If , d), as defined in 3.2, and identify the

various objects defined there in terms of global sections of cfE-modules. Thus,

for n > 1 and s > 1, let

Msn+l = Kcr{Kn ®BS^ Kn_x ® Bs+X).

Recall that, by definition, d^ = 0 and hence that M\ = k ® Bs = Bs.

Proposition, (i) For all n > 2 and s > 1,  Msn = R{J„, 3fsx"   ).  Similarly,

K0 = k, Kx =H°{5?),and Kn = R{Jn, S?^x),for n>2.

(ii) The complex {U', d) is acyclic.

Proof, (i) Since Kn = M\ , it suffices to prove the statement about the Msn,

which we will do by induction on « . We will assume that j > 1 throughout

the proof. By the comments in (3.3),

Ms2 = Ker{Kx ® Bs -> Bs+X) = Ker(5 ® Bs -> Bs+X)

= R{2,%¡) = R{J2,^),

as required. Now suppose that « > 2 and that Msm = R{Jm, =2^"" ) for all

m < n . As {U', d) is a complex,

Im(d'„) CKer{dsn+_\) = M°n+l = R{J„, S?£x).
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Similarly, K„ = R{Jn , 3fx"~'). Thus

(3.7.1) M*n+i  = Ker{R{Jn, ̂ "") ® H°{3f/) -^ R{Jn , 2g?)).

By Corollary 3.4, and the fact that r > 4, both Sf = Jn and Z = 3fsT"
are generated by their sections. Thus the first assertion of Lemma 3.6, with

y =äyx"~\ implies that

Msn+X = R{PJn®^n-1,^) = R{Jn+l,2>/);

as required.

(ii) We begin with some special cases. By definition, äf° : Kn ® B0 —> Kn^x ®

Bx is an injective map with image Kn = M\ = Ker(i/^_,), for any « > 1.

Similarly, for any s >0 the map í/q+1 is defined to be zero, while d\ : KX®BS —>
Kq ® Bs+X is just the multiplication map. This is surjective, by [Mu, Theorem

6]. Thus it remains to prove that Ym.{dsn) = Ker(ú?¿+11) for all n > 2 and s > 1.

But, by part(i), the homomorphism dsn , thought of as a map from Kn ® Bs to

Ker( dsnt_\ ), is nothing more than the natural map

R{Jn, ^"-')®H°{^) —» R{Jn, 2£i).

By Corollary 3.7 this is surjective.

3.9 Theorem, (i) If B is defined as in (3.1), then B is a Koszul algebra. More-

over, B has Hubert series

ni*     X^a-     ID ^     l + {r-2)t + t2
HB{t) = }_^dimk{Bn) =-\  _    -.

Similarly B' has Hubert series HB*{t) = (1 + i)2/(l - {r - 2)t + t2).
(ii) In particular, if B = B{ax, a2, a3) is the geometric algebra defined in

the introduction, then B is Koszul and

HB{t) = Hff.{t) = {\ + t)2/{l-t)2.

Proof. That B is Koszul follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.8. By [SS, Theo-
rem 3.4], dimk{Bn) = rn , from which the given value of HB{t) follows easily.

Since [Lo, Theorem 1.2] implies that HB{t)HB\{-t) = 1 for a Koszul algebra

B, the rest of part (i) follows. Part (ii) of the theorem is just the special case

of (i) when r = 4.

Remark. Part (ii) of the theorem gives the desired, alternative proof of Propo-

sition 2.3(iii). Note that the theorem is independent of the automorphism t of

the elliptic curve E. Thus, if C denotes the homogeneous coordinate ring of

E and the Ext algebra Ex\*B{k, k) is given its usual bigraded structure (see

[Lo]), then the theorem implies that (as k-vector spaces)

k^,    if p = q,

0, if p + q.

If deg-S* = 3, then the equality ExtB'9{k, k) = Ext"c'q{k, k) still holds,
although the proof is harder. (This result is stated in [OF1, Lemma 2.2]. How-

ever, the proof as outlined in [OF] is incorrect, although Levasseur has found

a correct argument.) One reason why the result should be more difficult when

deg S? = 3 is that now the geometric ring B is not a Koszul algebra, since one

of its defining relations is cubic (see [ATV1]).

Ext^Â:, k) = Exfc'<1{k, k) = j
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